
Brand Trust in the News: October 15 - 22 
 

Brands See Risks but Fail to Plan for Them 
October 15, 2018 – Most Americans know they should eat better and exercise regularly, but few of us 
put such knowledge into practice. Similarly, a new survey shows an overwhelming majority (96 percent) 
of CEOs and board members understand their companies are likely to face significant threats to growth 
in the next two to three years, yet few have done much to counter such risks or approached them 
strategically. Read more in PR News.  

Report: How content marketing builds trust 
October 16, 2018 – Trust is a scarce commodity for companies and other organizations in 2018. Modern 
market forces have resulted in an unprecedented loss of trust for institutions and businesses. News 
organizations have experienced a rebound, with new journalism seeing an increase in influence—but PR 
pros are having a harder time than ever securing earned media coverage. Read more in Ragan’s PR 
Daily.   
 

New Study Says PayPal Brings Trust to Small Business 
Online Retailers  
October 17, 2018 - For small online retailers the most difficult fear to overcome with new buyers is trust 
and a new study suggests the PayPal brand name may help. A lot of consumer concerns stem from a lack 
of trust when buying online and this is particularly harmful to small businesses. Read more in eSeller 
Café.  
 

3 Tips for Protecting Your Brand on Social Platforms 
October 17, 2018 – The definition of what “brand protection” means has evolved in the digital and social 
age. It could entail looking for spoofed domains, listening for negative sentiment online or something 
else entirely.  Read more in Chief Marketer.  
 

How Can Big Brands Like Coca-Cola Gain Back Consumer 
Trust? 
October 22, 2018 – How can big brands, such as Coca-Cola, gain consumer trust -- especially with 
younger audiences -- when entering a new market? Read on to see how 11 members of the Forbes 
Agency Council answer that exact question, providing valuable insight into millennial and Gen Z 
marketing, as well as brand authenticity. Read more in Forbes. 
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